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A profound DTH-hypersensitivity reaction in a subject with suspected 
NSAID sensitivity given Celebrex
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Abstract

We report on a 49-year old male with a long history of pelvic/back pain (previously treated surgically) who was main-
tained for > 5 years on NSAIDs/gabapentin for pain relief. A marked dermatologic reaction developed at ~5 years of on-
going NSAID treatment, with hematuria and profound anemia (Hgb declined from 140 to 70m in 6 months) along with 
an intermittently pustular rash. OGD and colonoscopy did not suggest a significant GI bleed. After a brief (3 week) drug 
holiday a COX-2 inhibiting NSAID was prescribed, but within 3d a marked DTH reaction developed, consistent with a T cell 
cross reactivity between NSAIDs, ceasing within 2d of discontinuation of drug.
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Figure 1: Macular erythematous rash on leg 48hr post initiation of Celebrex, 
100mg po, daily.

Introduction and clinical background

It is known that NSAIDs act though inhibition of cyclo-oxygen-
ase (COX), the enzyme responsible for prostanoid biosynthe-
sis, with COX-1 predominantly regulating protection in the GI 
and renal environment [1], while suppression of COX-2 is pri-
marily responsible for the anti-inflammatory effects of NSAIDs 
[2]. Suppression of COX-1, with decreased PGE2 and increased 
leukotrienes is thought to cause the majority of both respi-
ratory and dermatologic reactions to NSAIDs [3]. It has been 
implied that in the absence of an ASA-induced respiratory syn-
drome [3], COX-2 inhibitors may be used safely given the low 
risk of cutaneous reactivity [4,5].

More recently the understanding of adverse drug reactions 
(ADRs) to NSAIDs has been clarified by differentiating between 
high dose reactivity ( GI bleeding/tinnitus/renal disease)-
type-”A” , and type-“B” ADRs which occur at doses harmless 
to most individuals [6]. Acknowledging that for Type-“B” reac-
tions immediate reactivity is likely IgE mediated, and delayed 
reactivity is more likely to be T cell mediated, these authors 
then consider that it may be possible to use selective COX-2 in-
hibitory reagents in the latter individuals. However it has also 
been noted that an estimated 4% of individuals with a history 
of delayed rash to other NSAIDs are reported to develop a rash 
with celecoxib [7].

Case Observations

The hematuria and anemia seen in this patient are consistent 
with literature data describing ADRs (of type-“A” above [5]) 
to high doses of NSAIDs (this man admitted to using ~2gm 
naproxen daily), and both conditions abated on drug ces-
sation. A dermatologist reviewing the rash diagnosed seb-
borheic dermatitis and adverse drug reactivity (possibly exan-
thematous pustulosis [8-10]). There was no concern regarding 
TEN or Stevens-Johnson syndrome [11]. Naproxen, which had 
been re-instituted at low dose for pain control, was stopped 
again, with topical steroid creams instituted. After ~3 weeks 
low dose (100mg) celebrex (selective COX-2 inhibitor) was 
initiated for ongoing pain relief. Within 2-3 days a severe hy-
persensitivity skin reaction developed, with marked erythema 
(see Figure 1), which settled rapidly with drug cessation and 
first-generation anti- histamines used orally.
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Conclusions

Despite confusing evidence in the literature regarding im-
munologic cross-reactivity between COX-1 and COX-2 inhibit-
ing NSAIDs [3-6], there remains little evidence for type I (IgE 
mediated) hypersensitivity to this class of medications. How-
ever, the temporal and clinical observations seen in the sub-
ject described argue strongly for a likely T cell cross reactivity 
between COX-1 and COX-2 agents. We recommend extreme 
caution in use of COX-2 inhibitors in subjects who have any 
documented ADRsto non-selective NSAIDs use.
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